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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which EMC product offers customers a choice of hypervisor,
compute system, and network technology?
A. VPLEX
B. VSPEX
C. Vblock
D. VNX
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit button.
IBM 000-657 : Practice Test
An administrator at Widgetcomintends to use the standard
multitier architecture configuration that ships with IBM
TivoliNetcool/OMNIbus V7.4 (Netcool/OMNIbus) to deploy an
aggregation pair of ObjectServers AGG_P (primary) andAGG_B
(backup) with a failover bidirectional gateway connecting
them:AGG_GATE.
Two physical computer systems will be used to deploy this
single tier deployment of Netcool/OMNIbus.What is theminimum
memory that should be provisioned for the Netcool/OMNIbus
components running on the primary aggregationObjectServer host?
A. 1 GB
B. 6 GB
C. 2 GB
D. 4 GB
Answer: D
Explanation:
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